Abstract In American Sign Language (ASL), conjunction ('and') and disjunction ('or') are often conveyed by the same general use coordinator (transcribed as "coord"). So the sequence of signs mary want tea coord coffee can be interpreted as 'Mary wants tea or coffee' or 'Mary wants tea and coffee' depending on contextual, prosodic, or other lexical cues. This paper takes the first steps in describing the syntax and semantics of two general use coordinators in ASL, finding that they have a similar syntactic distribution to English coordinators and and or. Semantically, arguments are made against an ambiguity approach to account for the conjunctive and disjunctive readings; instead, I propose a Hamblin-style alternative semantics where the disjunctive and conjunctive force comes from external quantification over a set of alternatives. The pragmatic consequences of using only a prosodic distinction between disjunction from conjunction is examined via a felicity judgement study of scalar implicatures. Results indicate decreased scalar implicatures when coord is used as disjunction, supporting the semantic analysis and suggesting that the contrast of lexical items in the and, or scale plays an important role in its pragmatics. Extensions to other languages with potential general use coordination are discussed.
Introduction
In "Aristotle Goes to Arizona and Finds a Language without 'And"', Gil 1991 describes the strategy of conjunction and disjunction used in Maricopa (a Yuman language), which involves simple juxtaposition. In (1a) the verb is marked with the plain future tense, in contrast to the sentence in (1b), where the verb includes a modal/evidential element that conveys uncertainty. Consequently, (1a) is interpreted conjunctively while (1b) is interpreted disjunctively, even though in both cases the NP coordinates are simply juxtaposed.
clauses.
Section 3 provides several arguments for not separating the disjunctive and conjunctive uses of these coordinators as two separate lexical items (i.e. a true ambiguity). Instead, I propose that a general use coordinator creates with its coordinates a set of alternatives, and these alternatives follow combinatorial rules outlined by Hamblin 1973 for questions. The specific implementation is based on Alonso-Ovalle's (2006) analysis of disjunction, and fits within a larger framework of alternative semantics where the "force" of the coordinator, i.e. whether all coordinates or at least one coordinate must be true, comes from outside the disjunctive phrase (Simons 2005 , Groenendijk 2009 , Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2009 , AnderBois 2011 or conjunctive phrase (Winter 2007) .
In the analysis proposed here, there is no lexical contrast between the disjunctive and conjunctive readings of general use coordination; instead, readings arise through the interaction of the coordinator with other pieces of the language. One question that emerges is whether this lack of a lexical contrast has pragmatic effects. This is of special relevance for conjunction and disjunction because important aspects of their meaning have been accounted for based on the contrasting set they create with other coordinators. A prominent example is the scalar implicature associated with disjunction, which gives rise to the "exclusive" ('A or B but not both') meaning by positing a basic "inclusive" ('A or B and maybe both') meaning. Since Grice 1989, the exclusive interpretation of or has been commonly attributed to a scalar implicature arising from the alternatives and and or ordered on a scale and, or . When a speaker chooses to say Mary drank tea or coffee, the stronger description Mary drank tea and coffee is assumed to be false (because if it were true, the speaker should have said that instead). Thus, Mary drank tea or coffee is taken to mean 'Mary drank tea or coffee but not both' (see also Gazdar 1979 , Horn 1989 .
There has been a great deal of research recently concerning where and how such implicatures arise, but it remains an open question exactly what kind of linguistic material can contribute to the creation of lexical scales like English and, or . Section 4 presents quantitative data from a small felicity judgment experiment where the conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations of general use coordination are distinguished only by non-manual marking, essentially the equivalent of intonation in spoken languages. Results show that this potential "scale" triggers fewer implicatures than lexically contrastive scales in both ASL and in English. Taken with the semantic analysis presented in Section 3, these results suggest that general use coordinators are not comprised of separate lexical items, the conjunctive and the disjunctive coordinators. Instead, each general use coordinator appears to have a single underlying meaning, and information such as intonation serves not to differentiate two separate lexical items, but rather to aid in interpretation in the same way as, for example, context and discourse particles. Section 5 concludes and discusses extensions of this research to other languages.
The distribution of various forms of coordination in ASL
Native speakers of Japanese report that while Ohori's data (listing NPs without conjunction or disjunction) in (2) above is grammatical, it is somewhat restricted in use. A more common strategy for conveying the same information would be to use the overt disjunction ka and conjunction to. Gil reports that Maricopa lacks an overt conjunction (like many languages, Haspelmath 2004 Haspelmath , 2007 , but does allow an overt disjunctive marker, although as we saw in (1) it is not required. ASL is unlike Japanese (and potentially Maricopa) in that general use coordination is a very common method of conveying conjunction or disjunction in the language. Most ASL-English dictionaries fail to address this fact: instead, they often provide ASL learners with different signs which can be translated as 'or' or 'and'. These signs are more rare, and will be briefly reviewed below after the more extensive discussion of the syntactic distribution of two forms of general use coordination.
Native ASL signer judgments were gathered for each coordinator in various sentence structures described below. The primary source consulted for each judgment was a profoundly deaf signer whose grandparents, parents, and husband are all deaf, and all use American Sign Language. She is knowledgeable about linguistics and grammaticality judgments but was naive to the goal of the present work during the consultation phase. Each judgment was also confirmed by at least one other deaf native signer (these signers varied in their linguistic background), and typically also a third deaf signer.
General use coordinators
In this section, I focus on the two general use coordinators found in ASL:
coord-l (Section 2.1.1) and coord-shift (Section 2.1.2).
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COORD-L
The first, which I label coord-l, illustrated in Figure 1 , consists of the signer's dominant hand pointing with a G ("index finger") or sometimes B ("flat closed hand") handshape to successive fingers on the non-dominant hand before each successive coordinate, beginning with either the thumb or the index finger. Possible number of fingers on the non-dominant hand range from two to all five fingers. This strategy of coordination has also been termed a List Buoy (Liddell 2003) , possibly to convey the idea that the relationship between the coordinator and the coordinates can be thought of as one of support, where coord-l "buoys" the coordination of the coordinates. Here, I transcribe a point to the nth finger on the non-dominant hand used for coordination as coord-l n , where 1 → thumb/index. It's important to note that while a coordl precedes each coordinate, it's unlike either . . . or in English because the first coord-l is never optional, and also must immediately precede the first coordinate (compare to English John has either eaten [cake] 
Disjunctive and conjunctive interpretations are disambiguated by various factors including the context, additional lexical material, or nonmanual marking, which consists of movements of the face and torso, and here especially the eyes and eyebrows that are roughly equivalent in function to intonation in spoken languages (Sandler 2012) .
3 In (4), 4 the sentence containing the coordinator is followed by a partially elided clause (more specifically, a clause whose complement is an embedded sluiced constituent interrogative introduced by a D-linked wh-word). This clause is compatible only with a disjunctive interpretation of the preceding coordination phrase, which is also typically (though not obligatorily) signed with nonmanual marking specific to a disjunctive interpretation. On the other hand, the very open general question 'What will happen?', preceding the coordinator in (5) favors a conjunctive interpretation of the coordination phrase. With appropriate nonmanuals or followed by don't-know which 'I don't know which', the same string in (5) could also be interpreted as disjunction.
(4) coord-l 1 [poss a parents will buy poss a car] coord-l 2 [ix a will travel], don't-know which. 'Her parents will buy her car or she will travel, I'm not sure which.' (5) happen? coord-l 1 [poss a parents will buy poss a car] coord-l 2 [ix a wil travel]. 'What will happen? Her parents will buy her car, and (then) she will travel.'
As disjunction, coord-l can appear in many different sentence types, like English or. It can be used in alternative questions (6a) with appropriate nonmanual marking, in declarative statements that are interpreted exclusively, as seen in (4) and repeated below in (6b), and declarative statements interpreted inclusively, as illustrated by the addition of maybe both (6c). There is no specific disjunction for asking alternative questions, as in Mandarin (Li & Thompson 1981) or disjunction specific to declarative clauses, as in Kannada (Amritavalli 2003) . Note that in each of these cases the linguistic additions (nonmanual marking for questions or lexical material in declarative statements) also serve to clarify that the coordination should be interpreted as disjunction, not conjunction.
(6) a. coord-l 1 [poss a parents will buy poss a car] coord-l 2 [ix a will travel]? 'Will her parents buy her car or will she travel? ' (Alternative question, possible answers: car, travel) b. coord-l 1 [poss a parents will buy poss a car] coord-l 2 [ix a will travel], (don't-know which) involves the plural marker, an arc movement), and is associated with a location or "locus" in space, noted with subscripts.
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'Her parents will buy her car or she will travel, I'm not sure which. ' (Exclusive Statement) c. coord-l 1 [poss a parents will buy poss a car] coord-l 2 [ix a will travel], (maybe both) 'Her parents will buy her car or she will travel, maybe both. ' (Inclusive Statement) coord-l can also connect predicates in the same sentence types: alternative questions (7a), exclusive statements (7b), and inclusive statements (7c). (7) So far, in all cases the ASL sign coord-l in its disjunctive interpretation exhibits a distribution similar to English or: it can be used to ask alternative questions, for exclusive statements and inclusive statements, and to connect both clauses and predicates/VPs. There appears to be one difference between the syntactic distribution of coord-l and English or, and that is related to prosody and number of coordinates. For some (but not all) signers, the use of coord-l is reported to feel too heavy prosodically to connect two small light nouns (8). It is, however, improved with the addition of a third coordinate. coord-l thus seems to share the syntactic and semantic properties of English coordinators, but with a preference towards use in longer lists when coordinates are prosodically light.
COORD-shift
A second possibly way to coordinate clauses, predicates, and nouns in ASL is to shift the body slightly (moving a combination of torso, head, and/or eyes) for each coordinated element, and sign each of the coordinated items in a separate locus in the signing space. Separate loci are notated by separate subscripts, and in coord-shift are typically the signer's left side and signer's right side, respectively, although they can potentially be any loci available in the signing space. This strategy of coordination is notated here as coordshift 5 and is shown in Figure 2 . Like coord-l, coord-shift can be used in contexts that favor both disjunctive (9) and conjunctive (10) interpretations. For ease of comparing this to other forms of disjunction I have transcribed it in the way that manual signs are transcribed (as a separate word in small capital letters), when in reality it is just a change in position from one side of the body to the other; the placement of the notation 'coord-shift' marks the timing of this change in location. Subscripts on a bracketed constituent (e.g. in (9), poss a parents will buy poss a car) indicate that the entire constituent is signed at that locus (e.g. locus b).
(9) [poss a parents will buy poss a car] b coord-shift [ix a will travel] c don't-know which. 'Her parents will buy her car or she will travel, I'm not sure which.' 5 "Shift" describes the shift in locations, and is separate from role shift, a common phenomenon in sign languages used for taking others' perspective in narratives and reported discourse.
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Figure 2 coord-shift: cup coord-shift bowl In sum, we see that coord-shift, like coord-l, has a wide syntactic distribution and one that is familiar to English speakers in mirroring the environments of English coordinators like or and and (Figure 3) .
"Iconicity" of coord
Before moving on to other coordinators, one note about the "iconic" aspects of these two forms of general use coordination in ASL: while both forms share
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Kathryn Davidson physical similarities with the gestures that an English speaker might use when discussing lists of items (listing items on the hand or gesturing to points in space), ASL coordinators crucially differ from English co-speech gestures in that these movements can act as part of the grammar to coordinate items on their own (without other forms of coordination). It's certainly possible that either may have originated from non-linguistic gestures of listing items in the space in front of the body (for coord-shift) or on the fingers of the hand (for coord-l), as the grammaticalization of gestures in sign languages is well documented (Janzen 1999 , Janzen & B Shaffer 2002 Wilcox & Barb Shaffer 2006; Wilcox 2007 , Pfau & Steinbach 2011 . In spoken language, these gestures seem to be able to be used with both conjunction and disjunction, and therefore it's perhaps not surprising that they may have evolved into general use coordinators in ASL, as opposed to strictly conjunction or disjunction. Moreover, even in ASL it is possible to add a different form of disjunction (such as o-r, discussed below) in addition to either of the general use coordinators seen here, to clarify that the coordination should be interpreted as disjunction. However, despite some of the physical properties that they share with gestures, these coordinators are unlike speakers' gestures in that they can be used as stand-alone linguistic elements to express coordination, as shown many times in this section.
Other forms of disjunction and conjunction
Although the availability of both 'and' and 'or' readings with general use coordinators coord-l and coord-shift is striking from the point of view of English, it is important to note here that ASL does not lack lexical items that are uniquely interpreted as disjunction or conjunction. In fact, ASL has two signs that are always interpreted as disjunction when used to coordinate items.
The first of these unambiguous disjunctive coordinators, labeled "o-r", is a borrowing from English and is expressed using the ASL fingerspelling system: it consists of spelling first the letter "o" and then the letter "r" using the manual alphabet. o-r has the same distribution and interpretation as English or: it appears in exclusive and inclusive statements as well as alternative questions, and coordinates clauses, VPs, and NPs. During the course of consulting with native signers about disjunction, a number of signers remarked on the fact that either general use coordinator can be paired with o-r to force a disjunctive reading. When combined with coord-l, 4:12 'And' or 'or' o-r is signed between coordinates, and when combined with coord-shift, o-r is also signed between coordinates during the shift in location.
The second unambiguously disjunctive coordinator in ASL I'll label "orwhich", because it is homophonous with the wh-word that means which in wh-questions such as (14).
(14) mary drink which? 'Which one did Mary drink?'
Like the fingerspelled o-r, or-which can be used in both inclusive and exclusive interpretations of disjunction in statements, and can coordinate clauses, NPs, and VPs. Some (but not all) signers report it as awkward when interpreted as disjunction in alternative questions, possibly because there is an interfering meaning as the wh-word which. 6 On the other hand, this cannot be the entire explanation, because wh-questions have distinctive non-manual marking in ASL (eyebrow furrowing), and so nonmanuals alone should be sufficient to disambiguate these two uses. Another explanation for signers' preference against that sign is simply that it is going out of fashion: or-which is anecdotally reported to be historically older and used less frequently among young and middle-aged signers than among older generations, consistent with reports from Fischer 1996 and Shaw & Delaport 2010 that the same sign occurs in the historically older language Langue des Signes Française (LSF/French Sign Language) with the meaning 'this one or that one'.
7
Finally, there is also an overt conjunction, and, in ASL. This sign is much less common in ASL than and in English, but it does frequently appear in ASL translations of English phrases (for example, book or movie titles like "Jack and the beanstalk") and is occasionally used for emphasis.
Semantics of general use coordinators in ASL
As examples in Section 1 make clear, the interpretations of coord-l and coord-shift require us to account for two different interpretations of the same phonological forms. In this section, I first provide arguments against 6 A reviewer notes the interesting fact that for some English speakers, either . . . or also cannot be used for alternative questions: Did he study either English or German?' only has the polar "yes/no" question reading.
7 Thanks to Peggy Lott for noticing this similarity.
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Kathryn Davidson the hypothesis that general use coordinators in ASL are ambiguous in any sense of having separate lexical entries for the conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations. In other words, it does not seem to be the case that coord-l and coord-shift each happen to be the same phonological realization of two separate lexical items. Rather, I argue that each coord is a single lexical item (Section 3.1). I then provide a semantic analysis of the two general use coordinators coord-shift and coord-l, suggesting that each coord has a set-union semantics. The created set combines compositionally with the rest of the clause using a Hamblin 1973 style semantics. The final conjunctive or disjunctive interpretation arises via coordination-external universal or existential operators, respectively, on the set of clausal alternatives. In turn, these operators are licensed by various factors such as the semantic environment, context of utterance, nonmanual marking, and/or focus particles (Section 3.2).
Arguments against lexical ambiguity
First, let us review why each coord is not simply a case of ambiguity. In a classic ambiguity, a single phonological form should correspond to two different (although potentially historically related) semantic representations (e.g. computer mouse and animal mouse). Such an approach is lacking in explanatory power in general, and ideally is to be avoided. There are, however two reasons beyond simple aversion to ambiguity that argue against this approach with general use coordination in ASL. First, there are two separate general use coordinators in ASL: coord-l and coord-shift. If the terms are truly ambiguous, it would be doubly unlikely for the same ambiguity to have developed in two separate forms in ASL. Second, of the four native signers of ASL who contributed judgments to this paper, none had the intuition that coord-shift (also: coord-l) when used as conjunction is meant to be a different word than coord-shift (also: coord-l) when used as disjunction. Instead, each judged them to be the same word, although the interpretation depended on the context, for the simple reason that it is always possible to disambiguate the meaning with further lexical items. Both parsimony and native user's intuitions would then seem to argue against the simple ambiguity approach. Unfortunately, traditional tests against lexical ambiguity (e.g. conjunction reduction, ellipsis) can be overridden by intonation, and this (via nonmanual marking, below) is one common way to disambiguate the two readings of coords. However, section 4 presents a pragmatic study of the
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'And' or 'or' interpretations of coord-shift which I take as one further another argument against an account in which the conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations are separate lexical items. A second possibility, besides the lexical ambiguity account, is that the conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations of coords are two different lexical items differentiated not by manual signs but by nonmanual marking. As mentioned above, nonmanual marking includes movements of the face, head, and torso, which is notated on a separate tier; this is in contrast to the manual movements of the hands, notated using small capital letters. For both coord-shift and coord-l, nonmanual marking can distinguish a disjunctive reading from a conjunctive reading: the same string can be interpreted disjunctively, with a squint and bit lip nonmanual marking (15)- (16), which I'll notate as 'sq', or conjunctively, with a more neutral eyebrow nonmanual marking and the addition of a head nod (notated 'hn') (17)- (18). (15) Nonmanual marking can be thought of as analogous to intonation in spoken languages: it is produced concurrently with words/signs, and it serves many of the same functions as intonation, marking both affective emotion and grammatical distinctions such as topicalization, wh-questions, and polar questions. Like intonation, it is also perceptually salient to native signers. The distinction between (15) and (17) was in fact perceived by signers in an informal pilot study by the author. When viewing twelve sentences such as those above with disjunctive or conjunctive nonmanual marking, all three native signers correctly chose which of two pictures matched the sentence
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8
This pattern in (15)- (18) may suggest that nonmanual marking creates separate lexical items, for example coord-shift+sq and coord-shiftt+hn. However, there are reasons to believe that this is not the case. First, a lexical distinction via nonmanual marking would be rare within ASL. There are only a few lexical items in ASL for which nonmanual marking has been suggested to make a lexical distinction. One such example is late and not-yet, but these are extremely rare and even in the case of late and notyet involve a change in movement, as well as nonmanual marking.
9 Much more common is for nonmanual marking to mark information structure or speech act distinctions, such as the difference between a polar question (with brow raising nonmanual marking) and a declarative statement (no special nonmanuals). This is similar to spoken language intonation and not to, for example, lexical tone distinctions.
A second reason to discount the nonmanual-lexical-ambiguity theory is that while nonmanual marking can distinguish the conjunctive and disjunctive meanings, it does not seem to be required for either interpretation. Consider (19)- (22) where there is no difference in nonmanual marking; instead, the interpretation is made clear via discourse particles both and either, or via morphologically distinctive anaphora (an arc movement indexical point ("ix") marks plural, while an alternating movement indexical point is analogous to either).
(19) ix a drink tea b coord-shift coffee c , both /ix bc (arc) .
'She drank tea and coffee, both/them.'
(20) ix a drink tea b coord-shift coffee c , either/ix bc (alternating) . 'She drank tea or coffee, either/either-one.'
(21) ix a drink coord-l 1 tea coord-l 2 coffee, both/ix 12(arc) . 'She drank tea and coffee, both/them.'
8 Stimuli used in this small pilot study were the same as those used in the study presented below in Section 4, where more details are provided concerning the sentences and the pictures.
9 Thanks to Diane Lillo-Martin for this point.
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(22) ix a drink coord-l 1 tea coord-l 2 coffee, either /ix 12(alternating) . 'She drank tea or coffee, either/either-one.'
One area where we naturally see discourse particles like both and either functioning to disambiguate the conjunctive from disjunctive reading is when the coordination appears in a context that already provides nonmanual marking. For example, relativized noun phrases typically have brow raising ('br') nonmanual marking (23)- (25).
10 Without an additional discourse particle, judgments of the meaning of a general use coordinator (here, coord-shift) inside a relative clause vary, with a conjunctive interpretation felt by signers to be somewhat more salient, although the disjunctive interpretation was also available (23). All signers remarked that the most natural way to sign the sentence was to add a discourse particle like both or an indexical arc for a conjunctive interpretation (24), or either or an alternating indexical point for a disjunctive interpretation (25). (23) br some girl drink coffee a coord-shift tea b now sick. 'Some of the girls who drank coffee and (/?or) tea are now sick.' (24) br some girl drink coffee a coord-shift tea b both/ix ab(arc) now sick. 'Some of the girls who drank both coffee and tea are now sick.' (25) br some girl drink coffee coord-shift tea either/ix ab(alternating) now sick. 'Some of the girls who drank either coffee or tea are now sick.'
In sum, we see nonmanual marking is just one of many factors that determine whether coords are interpreted conjunctively or disjunctively: a complete semantic/pragmatic analysis would not incorporate the nonmanual marking into the semantics of coord-shift or coord-l, but would leave room for other pieces of the language like discourse particles to serve this function.
10 The brow raising in (23)-(25) may also be marking topicalization, which works equally well for making this point.
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Compositional analysis
Both the simple lexical ambiguity account and the nonmanual marking account would have taken a coord with its meaning as disjunction to be a separate lexical item from the same coord with its meaning as conjunction. This does not seem to account for signers' intuitions, so we conclude in Section 3.1 that it is best to give a single semantics for each coord. I propose that coord-shift (26) and coord-l (27) each perform the function of set union.
Under these definitions, coord-shift and coord-l take sets as arguments. However, we have seen that both coords coordinate a wide range of coordinates. To coordinate all types of arguments, and to allow the conjunctive or disjunctive force to be separate from the set union, we can use rules proposed by Hamblin 1973 . Let typical lexical items be simply mapped to the singleton set of their normal denotation, e.g. coffee = {c}.
11 In certain cases specified in the theory, a lexical item may be mapped to a set of more than one individual or "alternative" (e.g. {c, t}). Wh-words are one example: in a situation where coffee and tea are the only inanimate entities under consideration and we are computing the meaning of the question What does Mary drink? (28), the contribution of the wh-word what is the set of individuals {c, t}(i).
(28) What does Mary drink? (/Mary drinks what?)
i. what = {c, t}
This set {c, t} is taken as the argument of the transitive predicate drinks, where it combines using pointwise functional application, creating a set consisting of combinations of each element in the argument set (here, {c, t}) and each element in the applied function (here, {λyλxλw.drink w (x)(y)}) (ii)-(iii). Formally, this is captured in Hamblin's rule of composition (29), as presented by Alonso-Ovalle 2009.
As the derivation continues, the set of alternatives keeps "expanding" (i.e. continues combining with other arguments as sets of alternatives) until it meets an operator that selects for a set of alternatives or reaches the end of the derivation. In (28), the singleton set containing Mary ({m}) (iv) enters into the composition, saturating the final argument position to result in a set of two propositions, one the set of worlds where Mary drinks coffee, and one the set of worlds where Mary drinks tea (v). Hamblin's semantics for questions, then, results in a set of propositions that are possible answers to the question. Based on the behavior of questions under embedding predicates, Karttunen 1977 suggested that the result should actually be the set of true answers to the question. Since this overall "alternative" approach to question semantics was proposed there have been extensive discussions about the semantics of questions and predicates that embed them (e.g. know, ask, etc.), but undoubtedly alternative semantics has been broadly influential and remains at least one of the leading accounts for question semantics. Subsequently, alternative semantics has been used in the analysis of other phenomena, such as focus and focus-sensitive particles (Rooth 1992 ) and indefinites (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002) .
Of course, we are concerned here with how to potentially use these rules of alternative semantics for coordination by set union. In fact, such an analysis has already been proposed for disjunction by Alonso-Ovalle 2006, and shares some properties of disjunction as modeled by Groenendijk 2009 , Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2009 in preserving information about the individual coordinates (specifically, the disjuncts) throughout the semantic computation. Although multiple factors motivate these alternative-based approaches to disjunction, the one that concerns us here and is important for the analysis of general use coordination in ASL is that the (disjunctive or conjunctive) force of the coordinator can be external to the coordinated 4:19 clause. In other words, the semantic contribution of the coordinator is simply to collect alternatives. Whether the semantic composition requires just one of these alternatives to be true (as in disjunction) or all to be true (as in conjunction) is determined by a separate entity in the semantics (a clause-external operator) that acts upon the set of alternatives. In the case of disjunction, an operator with existential quantificational force acts upon the set of alternatives. In the case of conjunction, the operator has universal quantificational force. According to Alonso-Ovalle, his data suggest strong reasons to take such an approach to disjunction, but "it remains to be seen whether there are reasons to believe that the universal force of and is also external" (p. 13). I propose that general use coordination in ASL provides an ideal case for proposing a single semantics of conjunction and disjunction, with the difference in interpretations provided by an operator that is external to the coordinated constituent.
To be concrete about how an external operator can work for ASL, consider (30). This sentence uses a general use coordinator, coord-shift. In the absence of a clear differentiating context, nonmanual marking, or discourse particles, coord-shift can be interpreted disjunctively ('Mary drank tea or coffee') or conjunctively ('Mary drank tea and coffee'). We can now model these two possibilities. Using the semantics for coord-shift proposed in (26), we take the meaning of the conjunctive noun phrase coffee coordshift tea to be the set containing two members, coffee and tea (i). When this set is taken as the complement of the verb drink, Hamblin's Rule of Composition leaves us with a set of two members: the set of entities that drink coffee, and the set of entities that drink tea (iii). Finally, we add mary as the final argument, returning a set with two propositions: the set of worlds where Mary drinks coffee, and the set of worlds where Mary drinks tea (v).
(30) mary drink coffee a coord-shift tea b . 
(m)(t)}
Such an account successfully avoids committing to a disjunctive or conjunctive interpretation of coord-shift as part of its semantic contribution. However, as it stands, the analysis above is incomplete. The interpretation of the sentence in (30) is a set of propositions (v), which is the same semantics Hamblin suggests for questions, but (30) is clearly not a question! 12 We will need something additional in our semantics to take the set of propositions provided in (30) and return a single proposition. I propose that the grammar makes available a set of two quantifiers that apply to the set of propositions and return just one proposition: one quantifier has existential force and is defined as in (31) (Alonso-Ovalle 2006), the other has universal force and is defined as in (32).
The existential quantifier (31) takes a set of propositions P , and returns the set of worlds where at least one proposition in the set P contains that world. The resulting proposition is equivalent to the traditional Boolean disjunction after acting upon the set of alternatives provided by coord. Consider a situation in which the context has licensed an existential quantifier, resulting in coord-shift having a disjunctive interpretation (33). The resulting proposition is the set of worlds where Mary drank coffee or Mary drank tea (vii).
(33) mary drink coffee a coord-shift tea b .
'Mary drank coffee or tea.' The tree illustrates the hierarchy of the semantic composition. In the case where the universal quantifier has been licensed, the semantics would be exactly the same with the universal quantifier in (32) replacing the existential. The result is the set of worlds in which every proposition is true, i.e. the traditional Boolean conjunction. Under this analysis, the universal and existential quantifiers are always both available in the grammar, while the choice is conditioned by the (linguistic or nonlinguistic) context. Although the full range of factors that condition these readings could be a much larger research project on its own, we have already seen some important licensors. Licensors for universal quantification include head nod nonmanual marking, the addition of both, or the addition of an indexical arc (typically used for plural marking of pronouns) over the loci of the coordinates (34). Some licensors for existential quantification are a squint and bit lip nonmanual marking, a discourse particle like either, or indexical pointing with an alternating movement between the loci of the coordinates (35).
(34) mary drink tea a coord-shift coffee b both/ix ab (arc) .
'Mary drinks tea and coffee, both/them both.'
(35) mary drink tea a coord-shift coffee b either/ix ab(alternating) . 'Mary drinks tea or coffee, either one.'
In English, multiple coordinators can be used in the same syntactic argument position (36). In ASL, this is also possible with two occurrences of a coord. In (37), coord-shift is used twice, once interpreted as conjunction and once as disjunction. The sentence is signed with locations a and b
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'And' or 'or' "contained" in c (e.g. both are signed on the signer's left side, locus c, while locus d is on the right), so the hierarchical organization of the locations in sign spaces matches the hierarchical organization of the linguistic constituents. Conjunctive or disjunctive interpretations are distinguished in the usual ways, as seen in (37) in the nonmanual marking hn for the conjunctive readings of the inner-most coord-shift, and the discourse particle clarifying the disjunctive interpretation of the outer-most coord-shift. However, in the semantics as it is currently proposed, two consecutive applications of set union will result in a single set with three elements (38). Because this set no longer has any hierarchical structure, separate conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations for subsets will not be available. i.
coffee a coord-shift tea b = {c, t}
There are at least two kinds of adjustments to the proposal that can account for these examples. The first is to assume that conjunction as seen in the inner coordination in (37) is actually a different type of conjunction, used in creating plural sums (Link 1983 , Hoeksema 1988 . This is preliminarily supported by signers' preference for the example in (37) over one where disjunction is the inner coordinator and conjunction is the outer. If this preference turns out to be especially strong, then a plural semantics for the inner conjunction could account for this difference, and there would only be one true coordination (disjunction) in (37). If, on the other hand, further investigation suggests that we do need to permit true coordination for both the inner and outer coordinates, then a solution will require a semantics that preserves the hierarchical structure of multiple coordination, allowing each instance of coordination to be accessible to higher-up existential and 4:23 universal operators. Such a hierarchical syntactic/semantic structure is already required for "nested" coordination like She drank coffee and tea and wine (Winter 2007) , and so a similar solution should account for both phenomena.
We have also not yet addressed the possibility that one of the two interpretations (say, conjunction, or disjunction) may be the basic meaning, and the other interpretation is derived from the first. In fact, an analysis along these lines has been proposed for modals in St'at'imcets (Rullmann, Matthewson & Davis 2005 , Matthewson 2010 ) and in Nez Perce (Deal 2011) . On the surface, the behavior of modals in these languages looks similar to general use coordination in ASL. For example, the Nez Perce modal particle o'qa has two interpretations: one reading involves existential quantification force (specifically, existential quantification over worlds, like English may, can) (39a), while the other involves universal quantification over worlds (compare with English must, should) (39b) (Deal 2011, example (2) Deal argues that the basic quantification force of o'qa is existential, but that the universal reading is available because there is no other lexical item in the language with that meaning. Because the universal reading is strictly stronger than the existential reading (just as conjunction entails disjunction), use of the weaker term is strictly consistent with both interpretations, and is pragmatically consistent in Nez Perce because there is no stronger modal. She supports this with data showing that only the weaker reading is available in contexts where scales are reversed, such as the antecedent of conditionals ((40) , (58) It is in these environments that we see that the similarity does not extend to ASL. When we look at scale reversing (typically, downward entailing) contexts, we find that general use coordination shows a very different pattern. For both general use coordinators in ASL, conjunction (the stronger, 'universal quantification' term) is an available reading in a downward entailing context. Disjunction, which is entailed by conjunction and hence the 'weaker' reading, was judged to be unavailable in the antecedent of a conditional for coordshift (41). For coord-l (42) consultant judgments varied, but all felt that the conjunctive reading was available, and for some consultants both readings were available under the antecedent of a conditional. Under negation, only the conjunctive reading appears to be available (43)-(44).
(41) if mary drink coffee a coord-shift tea b , will feel sick.
a. # 'Mary will feel sick if she drank either coffee or tea.' b. 'Mary will feel sick if she drank both coffee and tea.' (42) if mary drink coord-l 1 coffee coord-l 2 tea, will feel sick.
a. % 'Mary will feel sick if she drank either coffee or tea'. b. 'Mary will feel sick if she drank both coffee and tea.' (43) ix a girl not drink coffee b coord-shift tea c . a. # 'That girl didn't drink coffee or didn't drink tea' b. 'That girl didn't drink coffee and didn't drink tea.'
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(44) ix a girl not drink coord-l 1 coffee coord-l 2 tea c . a. # 'That girl didn't drank coffee or didn't drink tea' b. 'That girl didn't drink coffee and didn't drink tea.' This is the opposite pattern from the modals in Nez Perce, where the modal with existential force was the only available reading in downward entailing environments.
What might account for the pattern in (41)- (42)? Like relative clauses, the antecedents of conditionals provide their own nonmanual marking, which could potentially interfere with nonmanual marking that could help distinguish the two readings of coord-shift or coord-l. In fact, signers preferred some disambiguating discourse particles along with coord-shift (45)- (46) or coord-l (47)- (48), and just as we saw with relative clauses in (23)- (25), both readings then become available.
(45) if mary drink coffee a coord-shift tea b both/ix ab(arc) , will feel sick. 'Mary will feel sick if she drank both coffee and tea.' (46) if mary drink coffee a coord-shift tea b either/ix ab(alternating) , will feel sick. 'Mary will feel sick if she drank either coffee or tea.' (47) if mary drink coord-l 1 coffee coord-l 2 tea both/ix 12(arc) , will feel sick. 'Mary will feel sick if she drank both coffee and tea.' (48) if mary drink coord-l 1 coffee coord-l 2 tea either/ix ab(alternating) , will feel sick. 'Mary will feel sick if she drank either coffee or tea.' Note also that we can confirm that these judgments concern nonmanual marking, and not the downward entailing context, because we found the same pattern even in relative clauses following some (23)- (25), which is an upward entailing environment.
We conclude that neither pattern seen for coord-shift or for coord-l is consistent with a story in which the disjunctive meaning is the basic meaning. Furthermore, I see no way to posit conjunction as the basic meaning of the general use coordinators and then derive the disjunctive reading, because disjunction is strictly weaker. If an interlocutor were to attempt to express disjunction and only had a conjunctive coordinator to use, they would in many cases be making false claims that no amount of pragmatic reasoning could rescue.
In sum, we have seen that general use coordinators in ASL share many of the same distributional properties as their English counterparts and and or. Despite the similarity, I argued that the best analysis of general use coordination would not be a lexical ambiguity between their 'or' and 'and' readings, but rather a single semantics of set union for each general use coordinator (coord-shift and coord-l). The general use coordinator creates a set that can compose according to rules developed for question and focus semantics. The set of alternatives is quantified over by an existential or universal quantifier, which provides the disjunctive and conjunctive readings. Other languages, of course, also express conjunction and disjunction, and it is an open question whether they should also be analyzed with alternatives, or if that need only be the case in languages like ASL and possibly Maricopa and Japanese. While this paper makes no claims requiring this analysis to extend to other languages, there are independent reasons that alternatives have been suggested already for the analysis of disjunction and conjunction, and an ideal theory would provide a similar analysis across all languages, including ASL.
One major question remaining in this picture is how these readings come about. We have seen that nonmanual marking, focus particles like both and either, and even indexical points with different movements (ix ab(alternating) vs. ix ab(arc) ) license the appropriate existential or universal operator. Untangling the contributions of each of these items requires further research. To illustrate one way of researching this question, the final section of this paper investigates the relationship of one of these factors, nonmanual marking, to the interpretation of coord-shift. In particular, it focuses on one pragmatic consequence of having the same phonological form used for conjunction and disjunction with disambiguation coming from nonmanual marking: the availability of scalar implicatures typically associated with the exclusive reading of disjunction.
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Scalar implicatures associated with one general use coordinator
This section presents a small experimental investigation of the role of one of the factors that licenses conjunctive and disjunctive interpretations of general use coordination in ASL: nonmanual marking. In particular, this section explores the question of how strongly the nonmanual marking is or is not a part of the coordinator for the pragmatic purpose of creating a set of alternatives (a "scale") for computing scalar implicatures. Recall that signers judge coord-shift with disjunctive nonmanual marking to have a different interpretation ('or') than general use coordination when appearing with conjunctive nonmanual marking. This distinction is clear enough for a same/difference judgment by native signers, but prompts the semantic/pragmatic question of whether such a nonmanual distinction is, in a sense, "strong" enough to create a lexical scale upon which scalar implicature would be calculated. The scale formed by English and, or is one of the most well-studied of the prototypical "Horn scales", and so here we take the opportunity to investigate whether the same effects that are seen in English are also seen with coord-shift and disambiguating nonmanual marking. There are many examples in the literature testing scalar implicature calculation in languages other than English (Noveck 2001 , Papafragou & Musolino 2003 , Slabakova 2010 , among others) and all find similar behavioral results in their participants with prototypical scales like and, or . Results generally do not show cross-linguistic variation in scalar implicatures, unless there is something unique about the scale itself. In this case, we test whether the general use coordinator coord-shift can form a 'scale' based on disjunctive and conjunctive nonmanual marking. This appears to be the first experiment testing a language that completely lacks a distinction in lexical form (i.e. manual sign, not the nonmanual marking) between potential scalar items. If calculation by deaf native signers on the coordination scale in ASL looks just like other conventional scales in ASL, and like the coordination scale in English, then we can conclude that manual/lexical contrast is not an important feature of a semantic scale, and that nonmanual marking plus the general use coordinator is sufficient to form a scalar contrast. On the other hand, if there is decreased scalar implicature calculation on the coordination scale in ASL compared to other scales in ASL, or compared to the coordination scale in English, this would indicate that the combination of nonmanual marking plus a general use coordinator is not pragmatically equivalent to and or or in English. The experiment below tests 4:28 'And' or 'or' these predictions, and finds that there are fewer scalar implicatures based on coordination in ASL. I end with conclusions about the pragmatics of general use coordination in ASL, and the nature of semantic scales more generally.
Methods
Participants Participants were 22 adults from the greater San Diego area. Ten were adults who self-identify as Deaf and have been learning and using American Sign Language from birth because they had at least one deaf parent. All were deaf to the extent that they were unable to hear normal speech, and all used ASL in their home, at work, or both. These participants were recruited directly through email requests from a laboratory database of interested participants or indirectly through recommendations by friends. All received reimbursement in cash or gift cards. I will refer to these ten participants as "native signers of ASL". The twelve remaining participants were typically hearing undergraduate students at the University of California who were monolingual native speakers of English and have had no exposure to ASL. These participants received course credit for participating in the experiment. I will refer to these participants as "native speakers of English".
Procedure Each testing session lasted 30-35 minutes. The participant sat in front of a 13 inch laptop on a table, either at UCSD or, for some native signers of ASL, at various meeting places throughout San Diego county. Both the instructions and the task itself were presented on the laptop in video form, by a native signer of ASL (ASL version) or a native speaker of English (English version). Participants were instructed that for each trial of the experiment, a picture would appear on the screen, and that after looking at the picture, they should press a key and a video description will begin to play next to the picture. Participants were told to press the smile face (the "1" key covered with a smile face sticker, directly below the picture of a smiling face on screen) if they were "satisfied that the description matches the picture." If they were "not satisfied, and think that the description does not match the picture", they were instructed to press the frown face (the "0" key covered with a frown face sticker, directly below the picture of the frowning face on screen) (Figure 4) . It was impossible in both the ASL version and in the English version to replay a video.
Participants saw three practice trials to acquaint them with the task: (1) a picture of a red bowl, and a video description (ASL: ix bowl bowl, red; English:
4:29 Figure 4 Screenshot during an ASL quantifier experimental trial. The picture is always on the left, and the signed description of the picture appears on the right.
"The bowl is red"); (2) a picture of a white shoe, and a video description (ASL:
ix shoe shoe, black; English: "The shoe is black"); (3) a picture of a wooden spoon, and a video description (ASL: ix spoon spoon, wooden; English: "The spoon is wooden"). Practice trials were followed by further instructions, and a confirmation that the task was understood. Finally, 48 experimental trials were presented. Of these, 24 were fillers used as experimental conditions for other studies, and 24 were experimental conditions in the current study.
The current experiments' 24 trials consisted of 12 trials of each sentence type: (a) Quantifiers, which are a prototypical scale in ASL and in English and (b) Coordination, which has a lexical contrast in English but only a nonmanual contrast in ASL. Responses were recorded using Psyscope experimental software.
Trial Types
Quantifiers The quantifier scale was used as the baseline case for scalar implicature calculation in this experiment. As in coordination, ASL has multiple signs that can be translated into English as 'some' or 'all'. Figure 5 illustrates the version of the quantifiers some and all used in this study. These quantifiers can serve as a prototypical scale in ASL because they
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'And' or 'or' contrast lexically in the same way in ASL as they do in English. Based on all previous research on these types of scales in other languages (Papafragou & Musolino 2003) as well as in ASL (Davidson 2011) , they were expected to pattern like their English counterparts. SOME ALL Figure 5 some and all used in the Quantifier sentence type.
In Quantifier trials, each picture consisted of a set of three objects of which either only some of the objects or all of them fulfilled a characterization about that object (e.g. red cans, lit candles, full glasses, etc.) A schema is shown in Figure 7 . Under the Match condition, the characterization applied to all of the objects (e.g. three cans, all red), and the description was accurate (e.g. cans, all red 'All of the cans are red.'). Under the Mismatch condition, the characterization applied to only two of the objects (e.g. three cans, only two are red), and the description was not accurate (e.g. cans, all red 'All of the cans are red.'). Finally, under the Test condition, the characterization applied to all of the objects (e.g. three cans, all red), and the description was not maximally informative (e.g. cans, some red 'Some of the cans are red.'). In this way, the weak scalar term some was only evaluated by participants in the Test condition, so that they were never directly comparing this condition to use of the term when it was maximally informative. Trials for all sentence types were counterbalanced so that each sentence frame (e.g. red cans) appeared in only one trial type (Match, Test, Mismatch) for each participant, and each third of the participants saw the sentence frame in a different trial type.
Coordination As discussed throughout this paper, coordination in ASL is a complex topic. There are multiple ways to test the pragmatic interpretation 4:31 of conjunction or disjunction in ASL, but the issue under investigation in this study is whether the general use coordinator coord-shift, which could potentially form the scale coord-shift(and), coord-shift(or) based on disambiguating nonmanual marking, has the same pragmatic interpretation (i.e. a scalar implicature interpretation) as the lexically contrastive and, or scale in English. In this experiment each trial was always a declarative sentence: the test was whether it was interpreted as exclusive or inclusive disjunction. When interpreted as disjunction, there was squinting and bit lip nonmanual marking on the disjuncts (see Figure 6 ), which as a whole was labeled "coordshift(or)". The same coordinator with head nodding nonmanual marking conveying a conjunctive interpretation was labeled "coord-shift(and)". In each of the Coordination trials, the picture consisted of two different objects (e.g. a mug and a bowl), and then either one or two of the same type of object (e.g. spoons) in relation to the first objects. The schema can be seen in Figure 7 . In the Match condition in these trials, each of the two different objects were related to one of the similar objects, and the description was accurate (e.g. have cup spoon(in-cup) coord-shift (and) bowl spoon(in-cup). 'A spoon is in the mug and a spoon is in the bowl.'). Under the Mismatch condition, only one of the two different objects were related to one of the similar objects, but the description said that they both were equally related (e.g. have cup spoon(in-cup) coord-shift(and) bowl spoon(in-cup). 'A spoon is in the mug and a spoon is in the bowl.'). Finally, under the Test condition, each of the two different objects were related to one of the similar objects, but the description was not maximally informative due to the disjunctive nonmanual marking on the general use coordinator (e.g. The description used in each trial was elicited by asking either the native signer (ASL) or native speaker (English) who produced the stimuli to view a scene on a laptop screen and describe what they saw using a given set of vocabulary and a basic sentence frame, with natural prosody. Each scene that they described appeared as the picture in some trial in the experiment. For example, to elicit All of the cans are red (English)/ cans, all red (ASL), the 4:33 picture with all red cans was shown, and to elicit Some of the cans are red (English)/ cans, some red (ASL), the picture with only some of the cans being red was shown. In the Match trials the elicited description and picture were shown together, while in the Test and Mismatch trials the description was shown with the reverse picture. Thus, the conjunctive nonmanual marking was elicited by pictures where the conjunctive interpretation of coord-shift was true, and the disjunctive nonmanual marking was elicited by pictures where only one of the coordinates was true, i.e. a disjunctive interpretation was required.
Results
Results were analyzed using mixed logit models, which are well-suited for modeling data like the binary felicity judgements that the participants made in this study (Baayen 2007 , Jaeger 2008 . Unlike ANOVAs or t-tests, such models do not require normally distributed data. They also provide information about effect size for each factor in the magnitude of the coefficients β, eliminating the need for additional post-hoc tests.
Each participant's responses for each sentence type (quantifiers or coordination) and trial type (Match, Mismatch, Test) were considered, with language (ASL or English) fixed for each participant. Rejection (i.e. calculating the scalar implicature and rejecting the infelicitous description) was taken to be the "correct" response for the Test trial types. Acceptance was the correct Match response, rejection was the correct Mismatch response. In what follows, we first look separately at English participants' accuracy and at ASL participants' accuracy on different trials and scales to determine how their Test performance compares to performance on Match and Mismatch controls. Then, to ask whether scalar implicatures were computed, models are created of acceptances of Test trials (true but infelicitous) and Match trials (true and felicitous) in both languages, across scale types. Finally, we ask whether the coordination sentence type in ASL is different than the other scales (such as the quantifier scale in ASL and the coordination scale in English), building a model of all Test trials based on language and sentence type to determine if there is an interaction between these two languages and scales.
English A mixed logit model of all English response data with subject as a random effect and sentence type and trial type as fixed effects found no significant main effect of sentence type (β = 15.72, z = 0.01, p = 0.99), implying that for English the effects observed were the same for quantifiers as for coordinators. This model also found no interactions of sentence type and trial type and no significant difference between Match and Mismatch trials (β = −1.48, z = −1.25, p = 0.21). However, Test trials were significantly less likely to be answered correctly than the control Match or Mismatch trials (β = −2.74, z = 1.11, p = 0.01). The decreased accuracy rates in the Test condition suggest a more flexible interpretation than either set of controls, which we could contribute to the fact that the cause for rejection is pragmatic instead of semantic. Crucially, according to the pre-pragmatically strengthened reading both the Test and the Match conditions are true, and should be accepted. Under a scalar implicature reading, Test sentences will be rejected. Therefore, a mixed logit model was constructed of acceptances of the Test and Match trial types, with participant as a random factor and sentence type and trial type (Test and Match only) as fixed factors. In this model, Test trials were significantly less likely to be accepted than Match trials (β = −6.15, z = −4.71, p < 0.001), but there was no significant effect of sentence type (β = 15.72, z = 0.01, p = 0.99), and no interaction (β = 15.72, z = −0.01, p = 0.99), suggesting that scalar implicature calculation was occurring in English, at the same rate for both the coordination and quantifier scales. In fact, English speakers correctly rejected the Test items in each sentence type at a rate of 0.77, with a standard deviation of 0.36 for coordination and 0.38 for quantifiers ( Figure   8 ).
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ASL A similar analysis was conducted with responses from the native signers of ASL. A mixed logit model was created of the all of the ASL participant data with participant as random effect and sentence type and trial type as fixed effects. This model found no significant main effect of sentence type (β = 1.56, z = 1.89, p = 0.06), implying that, as in English, the effects observed were the same for quantifiers as for coordinators (crucially, this analysis includes all of the control Match and Mismatch trials, in addition to Test trials). Also as in English, there were no interactions of sentence type and trial type and no significant difference between Match and Mismatch trials (β = 0.16, z = 0.29, p = 0.77), but Test trial types were significantly less likely to be answered correctly (β = −2.01, z = −3.89, p < 0.001), which is again in line with a correct response requiring a pragmatic distinction, and not a semantic one.
To determine rate of scalar implicature calculation, we compare acceptances of Test and Match trial types in ASL, which under a pre-strengthened reading should both be true, as above for English. To this end, a mixed logit model of the acceptances in the Test and Match conditions was created with participant as a random effect and sentence type and trial type (Test and Match only) as fixed effects. In this model, there was no significant main effect of sentence type (β = 1.56, z = 1.89, p = 0.06) or trial type (β = −0.77, z = −1.49, p = 0.14), but there was a significant interaction between the two (β = −4.37, z = −4.23, p < 0.001). The quantifier Test trials were appropriately rejected at a typical rate for scalar implicatures (M = 0.90, SD = 0.13), confirming results found from a separate group of signers on the same quantifier scale in ASL (Davidson 2011) . The coordination scale, however, showed far fewer rejections in Test trials (M = 0.35, SD = 0.21), suggesting that native ASL signers are not computing scalar implicatures in the same way for this sentence type. These results are striking, considering that within ASL the coordination and quantifier trials are both responses to the same trial type (the underinformative Test conditions) by the same set of native signers; nonetheless, there were fewer rejections (i.e. pragmatic strengthening) in the coordination scale in ASL. This suggests that the combination of coord-shift and disjunctive nonmanual marking is not enough to create the lexical contrast required for scalar implicature calculation.
Language/Scale Interaction We are also interested in the interaction between language and sentence type: how does the coordination scale in ASL pattern like the coordination scale in English? To this end, a mixed logit model was 4:36 'And' or 'or' created of all of the Test (i.e. the potential scalar implicature) responses with participant as a random effect and sentence type and language as fixed effects. In this model, there was a significant main effect of language with higher accuracy in English (β = 2.20, z = 3.39, p < 0.001), and a significant main effect of sentence type, with higher accuracy for the Quantifier scale (β = 3.15, z = 4.70, p < 0.001). Importantly, the interaction between language and sentence type was also significant (β = −3.15, z = −3.72, p < 0.001), suggesting that not only is the coordination scale different within ASL, but it also doesn't pattern like the semantically similar coordination scale in English. Figure 9 presents a visual comparison of the Test trial results in both scales in ASL and English. Charitable Answering As a final note, recall that the general use coordinator can be interpreted as either disjunction or conjunction depending on the surrounding context. So, one explanation of the ASL coordination Test data presented so far could be that signers chose to interpret the coordinator in the most charitable way: they were accepting the Match sentences, but also the Test sentences, which had disjunctive nonmanual marking but which The results presented here suggest that the combination of COORD-shift and nonmanual marking (conjunctive and disjunctive) does not form a scale in the same way as lexically differentiated conjunction and disjunction like English and and or. According to Levinson 2000 , to form a scale, scalemates need to be "in salient opposition: of the same form class, in the same dialect or register, and lexicalized to the same degree". As he says, this is to ensure that there should be no reason for choosing the weaker item on the scale other than the amount of information it conveys, because this is what causes the implicature that the stronger term is false to come about. In particular, for this reason the stronger term must be no more difficult to say than the weaker term (Matsumoto 1995) , and no more syntactically complex (Katzir 2008) . Disjunction and conjunction as expressed by a combination of general use coordination and nonmanual marking would seem to meet these criteria, and yet results suggest a lack of scalar implicatures. Thus, not only do we find support for the analysis against two separate lexical items advocated in Section 3, but this also suggests that Levinson's suggestion that scales be "lexicalized to the same degree" should encompass a distinction between manual signs and nonmanual marking in ASL, and potentially also a distinction between lexical items and intonational distinctions in spoken languages.
Conclusion
We have seen that one way to express conjunction and disjunction in ASL is to use general use coordination. As we saw in Section 2, general use coordinators in ASL have a syntactic distribution similar to English and and 4:38 'And' or 'or' or, but can be interpreted as either of those, depending on various other factors. General use coordination is not the only form of disjunction or conjunction in the language, although it is highly frequent. Furthermore, general use coordination comes in two forms in ASL: coord-shift, which involves small changes in location of the coordinates in the space in front of the signer, and coord-l, which involves indexical points to successive fingers on the non-dominant hand before signed coordinates. In Section 3, I suggested a semantic analysis of general use coordination that allows their conjunctive and disjunctive uses to be disambiguated through quantification over the alternatives created by coords, with compositional rules based on Hamblin's alternative semantics. In Section 4, I investigated one aspect of the pragmatic interpretation of general use coordination by presenting a small study investigating the rate of scalar implicatures generated by the combination of the general use coordinator coord-shift and nonmanual marking. Results indicate that the addition of nonmanual marking to general use coordinators does not show the same pragmatic behavior as two lexical alternatives like English and and or.
Future research can determine how similar general use coordination in ASL is to general use coordinators in other languages, such as Maricopa and Japanese. A study comparing, for example, interpretations of juxtaposition in Japanese with coordinators in ASL is beyond the scope of this paper, but depending on how these coordinators interact with other forms in each language, we may expect to find similar results. Particularly in the area of scalar implicatures, which arise through what seem to be language-general mechanisms, we may expect to see a decrease in "exclusive disjunction" interpretations when juxtaposition is used in Japanese, even if the context makes it clear that there should be a disjunctive, not conjunctive, interpretation. Comparing different types of disjunction (both general use coordinators and other forms of disjunction, e.g. o-r in ASL and Japanese ka) in each language would also be an important next step, although it is also beyond the scope of this paper. Yet another potential area of investigation among these languages concerns the ability of the coordinator to receive focus. Szabolcsi & Haddican 2004 discuss the cross-linguistic generalization that languages which allow stress on coordinators (e.g. English) have a conjunctive/disjunctive ambiguity under negation that is absent in languages that do not allow stress on coordinators (e.g. Hungarian). Preliminary data suggests that general use coordinators in both ASL and Japanese fall into the Hungarian pattern both for focus and scopal interactions with negation (e.g. (43) readings under negation). This is in line with the typological generalization, but surprising given that coords typically allow both readings. Further investigation is left to future research.
I conclude with a final note about the language modality. This paper focused on aspects of general use coordination that were unrelated to the fact that ASL is a sign language, because understanding the basic linguistic patterns of ASL as a natural language is often necessary before we attempt to understand the modality specific aspects. However, I hope that future research will have more to say about the role of three-dimensional space in coord-l and coord-shift. There are good reasons to classify the two general use coordinators as different lexical items (coord-l involves the nondominant hand and indexical points, while coord-shift involves changes in signing location), but it is also the case that they both make use of specific locations in space, or "loci" in ASL. It is an interesting question whether this is a coincidence, or a pattern of coordination more widely found in sign languages of the world. In ASL, the role of loci in a formal syntactic/semantic theory is an active topic of research, especially regarding the iconic aspects of loci (Schlenker, Lamberton & Santori 2012 ) and how they related to pronominals and person marking more generally (Schlenker 2011, Lillo-Martin & Meier 2011 and replies) . It seems likely that as we continue to increase our understanding of this topic, there will be much more to say about space as used in coord-l and coord-shift. On the other hand, we have seen that general use coordination can be found not only in ASL, but in some spoken languages like Maricopa and Japanese, and thus can tell us about properties relevant not only to the manual/visual sign language modality, but to natural language more generally.
